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Act with kindness, justice, and equity in the world, for in
these I delight.” (Jeremiah 9:23)
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"From its inception more than twenty-five years ago, the Pratt family's
support for philanthropy in Israel, more recently via The Pratt Foundation
(Israel), has been a two-way street.
While we welcome the thanks we receive from the recipients of the
Foundation's grants, it is we who are grateful to our Israeli friends working
in the community sector - professionals and volunteers - who are helping to
build Israel's social capital in so many ways, and to create a more just
society.
We are especially grateful to our partners at Keren Hayesod/United Israel
Appeal of Australia with whom we share in the great and ongoing task of
helping to integrate Jewish refugees and immigrants. This task is the shared
responsibility of Israelis and Diaspora Jewry, to which we, as members of
Australia's Jewish community, are privileged to contribute."
Richard Pratt
Chairman, VISY Industries, Melbourne Australia
Founder, The Pratt Foundation

"Since its establishment in Australia in 1978, the Pratt Foundation's mission
statement has been "To enrich the lives of the community." In recent
years, our philanthropic activities and community involvement in Israel have
clearly demonstrated the relevance of this theme for Israeli society as well.
Although far away geographically, we think of Israel and its people as being
close and belonging to our extended community. In wanting to "enrich
lives," we express our belief in the importance of a pluralist society which
ultimately gives Israel its strength, hope, and vision."
Heloise Waislitz
Chair, The Pratt foundation
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1) Introduction
Philanthropy is a serious, rewarding, and adventurous business. This report
presents the achievements, and notes the challenges, of more than 120
organisations and 250 projects which the Pratt Foundation has funded in Israel
over the past six years.
In 1998, when the Pratt Foundation first began earmarking donations in Israel, we
focussed on making larger grants to a small number of recipient organisations. But
over the last six years two factors in particular came to shape our giving: firstly, we
gained experience and understanding, developed our contacts and networks, and
began to evaluate our projects; and secondly the existential realities of an Israeli
society where the Initfada overshadowed so much, inevitably set its own
philanthropic agendas.
Thus we became increasingly aware that we had to find a balance between
supporting the larger and often long-term strategic needs Israeli society presented,
and responding to the short-term and more urgent priorities that demanded
attention in an embattled country.
As a result of both of these influences, we began making smaller grants to a larger
number of projects and agencies and found along the way that we were also able to
magnify our philanthropic impact. We sought to do this by leveraging our
contributions wherever we could, entering partnerships with other organisations,
and providing seed money for new initiatives.
Yet having reached a point where we can look back, it‟s now time to look forward.
We are therefore using 2005 to consult widely with a range of Israeli stakeholders
and analysts to review our next “Five Year Plan” which we intend to deliver to the
Pratt family later in the year.
At this point of review, however, the Pratt Foundation (Israel) believes it can
summarise some encouraging and positive results.
Firstly, in giving "start-up" grants to innovative projects where the outcomes were
not always predictable we knowingly took some risks, an approach which has come
to be known as “venture philanthropy.” After some years we can say that in nearly
all such cases, these projects have grown into dynamic and self-sustaining
operations.
Secondly, our involvement in smaller community-based organisations has
encouraged many of them to build working partnerships with other
complementary organisations, leading to a strengthened infrastructure base within
Israel‟s non-profit sector.
Thirdly, during a time of severe government cutbacks and economic recession, we
have dedicated a proportion of our funds to an NGO empowerment program
designed to assist the smaller non-profits develop their capacity-building
mechanisms. Here again the early indications are that the investment is paying off
in helping them not only to raise more funds in a competitive market, but in
raising their own aspirations. Other foundations have expressed an interest in
replicating this aspect of our operations.
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Finally, we believe the Pratt Foundation‟s work is now increasingly recognized and
well regarded within the Israeli voluntary sector. “Keren Pratt”, as we are known in
Hebrew, has established a presence. With it, of course, comes the responsibility to
maintain and extend our involvement.
This overview is divided into several sections:


“Enrichment”refers largely to our support for established organisations that
have sustainable projects servicing the poorest and most disadvantaged
Israelis.



“Innovation” records the Foundation‟s funding for many „first of a kind‟
projects that are not only breaking new ground but providing models for
others to consider.



“Empowerment” grants are directed towards helping organizations develop
strategies for independence and long-term sustainability.

In addition to these thematic areas, the bilateral relationship between Australia
and Israel assumes a special place in the Foundation‟s activities and we are
constantly seeking ways to strengthen it through the promotion of knowledge
exchange and two-way visitor programs.
As those charged professionally with implementing the vision of Richard and
Jeanne Pratt in establishing the Pratt Foundation, and the direction set by our
chairperson Heloise Waislitz, we are privileged to work with the staff and
volunteers who drive Israel‟s not-for-profit sector. Their ingenuity, dedication,
resilience and sheer determination to improve the lives of their fellow Israelis
inspires every page of this report.
Sam Lipski
Chief Executive
The Pratt Foundation
Melbourne, Australia

Peter Adler
Israel Director
The Pratt Foundation
Jerusalem, Israel

March 2005

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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2) General Background Information
1. Since 1998, the Pratt Foundation has earmarked funds directly to projects from
its Keren Hayesod contribution.
2. Over one hundred and twenty organisations have received funds from the
Foundation during these six years. Via these organisations, we have provided
assistance to more than two hundred and fifty projects.
3. As required by the United Israel Appeal Refugee Relief Fund, the Foundation
supports projects that must meet the Refugee Relief criteria. Within these criteria,
funds have been directed to certain priority areas:


Basic needs and anti-poverty programmes



Educational and integrative programmes for children and youth at risk



Empowerment programmes for new immigrants



Environmental projects



Rehabilitative and special needs programmes for youth and children



Violence prevention and terror victim support
4. The Foundation‟s philosophy is to support projects where our funds can make
the maximum impact with the “value added” effect of assisting the recipients in the
most effective and long-term beneficial manner.
5. Our contributions are largely directed to the peripheral areas where there is the
highest concentration of populations in need in Israel.
6. Our recently launched website, www.prattfoundation.co.il provides grantees
with application guidelines and up-to date information on the Israeli activities
of the Pratt Foundation.
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3) ENRICHMENT:
Enriching the Lives of Our
Community

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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ENRICHMENT
“Enriching the lives of our community” is the touchstone of
the Pratt Foundation‟s mission. Support of Israeli projects
that enrich and enable the lives of her citizens speaks to the
very core of the Pratt Foundation‟s purpose. We look for
projects where our funding makes as effective and longterm an impact as possible.
Seed money and subsequent "maintenance" funding for
numerous new programs within existing projects has
helped the organisations serve their client populations in a
more comprehensive manner.
Many of these specialised programmes have encouraged
other non-profits to replicate these programmes within the
services they provide, thus generating a „multiplier‟ effect
within the community from our initial contribution.
In the following pages, you can read more about the vast
range and scope of enrichment grants that we have
provided during the last six years.
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1) Ben Yakir Youth Village
Ben Yakir Youth Village provides a live-in
educational setting for boys aged 11-14. Many
are from Ethiopia and the former Soviet
Union, and suffer from learning gaps due to
difficult socio-economic backgrounds. The
Pratt Foundation was the first foundation to
designate money for the emergency needs of
these children.

"Ben Yakir is grateful to the Pratt
Foundation for building our Music
Centre, an initiative which is now being
promoted in all the Youth Aliya villages. It
is hard to describe the difference that the
Centre has made in the lives of our boys.
Now they have been given the chance for
self-expression through the medium of
music and an opportunity to develop their
natural talents."
Yossi Krothammer, Director, Ben Yakir

2) Beit HaShanti
Beit HaShanti is a unique hostel
for abused and distressed youth in
central Tel Aviv which provides a
safe environment, therapeutic
workshops and round-the-clock
support for youngsters aged 14-21
from all sectors of Israeli society.

"Over the past few years, the Pratt Foundation has
been instrumental in helping us to reach out to the
broken and abused youngsters who come to Beit
Hashanti seeking assistance. The Foundation’s
ongoing support has allowed us to concentrate on
what we do best – providing the youngsters with a
warm and loving framework, and returning them to
society, whole and independent. We couldn’t do it
without your support."
Miriam Klein, Director, Beit Hashanti
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3) LINK to the Environment
LINK is a grass-roots
organisation in the Galil
dedicated to the environment,
quality of life, and good JewishArab relations in the area. LINK
programmes include joint JewishArab environmental education
activities for local youth and
children.

"We are very grateful for the Pratt Foundation's generous funding of
LINK's environmental clean-up campaigns, based on the 'Clean Up the
World' model initiated in Australia. These clean-up campaigns and
educational programmes specifically involve Jewish and Arab youth and
adults of neighboring towns and villages, thereby promoting coexistence
through environmental action."
Shiri Barr, Project Director, LINK

4) Jerusalem Jewish Arab Kindergarten – Hand in Hand
The Centre for Jewish Arab
Education in Israel has created a
new model of education of Israeli
Arab and Jewish children. In this
visionary setting, two teachers,
one Jewish and one Arab, work in
each of Hand in Hand's bilingual
multicultural pre-schools in the
Galilee, Wadi Ara and Jerusalem
areas.

"Funding from the Pratt Foundation came
at an opportune time for Hand in Hand,
when the organisation was enlarging its
early childhood programmes. The Pratt
Foundation grant served as a catalyst for
the growth of the Jerusalem school which
has doubled in size over the past year,
adding an additional kindergarten and prekindergarten program."
Bob Fenton, Director, Hand in Hand
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5) SAVI – Handicrafts for the Elderly
CLICK provides services to the elderly in the
Hod Hasharon area. Pratt Foundation funding
enabled the continuation of the SAVI program,
set up by the Fonda family from Melbourne.
This provides crafts activities for the elderly
which are self-funded through the sales
proceeds from the finished crafts products.

"Vital initial seed money from the Pratt
Foundation enabled CLICK to establish an
innovative social entrepreneurial business
venture. CLICK is now a sustainable and
profitable in-house industry, which reinvests its
profits to fund both current and future
social and community programmes."
Linda Mosek, Director, CLICK

6) Tzahal Disabled Veterans – Beit HaLochem
Beit HaLochem is the only
organisation representing disabled
Israeli war veterans and wounded
soldiers. Its four regional centres
provide social, sports and
rehabilitation activities for disabled
soldiers throughout Israel.

"The Pratt Foundation's donation enabled us to purchase a
specially equipped transport vehicle to allow disabled soldiers to
attend our activities and therapy treatments. Unfortunately,
many more victims of terror attacks have joined the wounded
soldiers who need our services, and we are grateful that the Pratt
Foundation is helping us to answer the call."
Ilan Egozi, Director, Beit HaLochem
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7) Almaya – Meir Bouskila Soccer League
Community activist Meir Bouskila
operates an after-school league for new
immigrant and underprivileged children
in one of Beersheva's poorest
neighbourhoods.

"Thanks to the Pratt Foundation's
continued generous support, over 300
children now participate in our soccer
league. Not only does this programme keep
them safe and busy during after school
hours, but it provides them with a sense of
pride, accomplishment, and belonging.
Through its support of our soccer league,
the Pratt Foundation has truly improved
the lives of Beersheva's neediest children
and their families."
Meir Bouskila, Founder, Neighbourhood
Daled Soccer League

8) Hartman Institute
The Jewish Education Empowerment Programme of
the Hartman Institute was created in response to a
report on Jewish Education released by the Shenhar
commission in l994, which found that many young
Israelis were alienated from Jewish culture and
tradition. The Ministry of Education enlisted the
Hartman Institute to create this programme of
training teachers and principals of secular high
schools to make Jewish learning more meaningful
and relevant to their students.

"We are all aware of the security problems that
Israel faces on a daily basis. There is, however, an
internal security issue which is no less urgent or
pressing. I refer to the polarization between the
secular and religious communities which is causing
deep divisions within our people. Through its
generous support, The Pratt Foundation is making
a profound investment in building a healthier
society in Israel, thereby helping to ensure the long
term security of Israel and the Jewish people."
Rabbi Professor David Hartman, Founder and CoDirector, Shalom Hartman Institute
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4) INNOVATION:
VENTURE PHILANTHROPY

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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Venture Philanthropy
Venture philanthropy is an innovative practice that draws on
venture capital strategies to charitable giving. It emphasises
imaginative and innovative solutions, long-term funding, and
organisational development.
Venture philanthropists work in partnership with the nonprofit organisations that they support, volunteering their
expertise, contacts, strategic experience and business acumen.
This commitment to creative and innovative philanthropy
characterises the work of the Pratt Foundation as it
identifies, nurtures, supports and develops promising
young organizations in the initial stages of their operation.
The Pratt Foundation‟s early intervention strategy has
enabled numerous NGO's across a range of services to
expand their activities, improve the efficiency and impact of
their programmes and successfully attract support from
other funding sources.
Featured below are some of the organizations from our
portfolio of venture philanthropy grants. Each organization
has evolved into a dynamic service offering a significant
contribution to Israeli society.
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1) Neve Michael Crisis Center Maintenance Fund
Neve Michael is a
residential home for
children-at-risk - a warm
and caring environment
for over 300 children
aged three to eighteen
who cannot stay with
their biological families.
The children come from
all over Israel.

"Neve Michael will always be grateful to the Pratt Foundation for establishing
Israel's first Emergency Crisis Centre at Neve Michael. This facility is open 24
hours a day for children from all over Israel who have to be immediately removed
from their homes due to life-threatening situations. Over 150 children have been
saved since the centre opened its doors in August 2000. The Pratt Foundation has
made a dream come true for so many of Israel's children at risk."
Hava Levine, Director of Development, Neve Michael

2) Western Galilee Recycling School

The Western Galilee Recycling School,
established with our support, now hosts
some 6000 school children every year.
The school teaches them about problems
of solid waste, sorting and recycling. The
Educational Centre's goal is to develop
environmental awareness, responsibility,
and a willingness to act on behalf of the
community among teachers and students
of all ages.

"Financial assistance provided by Pratt Foundation helped to establish
our educational outreach programme and garner the support of the
Ministry of Environment for our activities. We are very grateful for the
Foundation's ongoing interest and contribution, which has enabled
thousands of young people to become sensitive to the needs of their
environment."
Ayala Ein Mor, Manager, Western Galilee Recycling School
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3) Latet
Through their food bank campaigns, Latet
distributes many tons of food each year through
local NGO's to Israel's neediest families. Latet's
focus has been on improving food collection,
storage and distribution via its broad-based
network of volunteers and food collection centres.

"Through the support of the Pratt Foundation,
we established a new Food Centre in Beersheva
that has enabled us to collect and distribute
more than 200 tons of food to new immigrants,
Bedouins, unemployed families and other
people in need in the South of Israel. The Pratt
Foundation has also assisted us with several
fundraising initiatives involving local
businesses, encouraging them to do their part
on behalf of needy populations in the area."
Arale Cohen, V. P. Marketing and
Fundraising, Latet

4) Selah
Selah – Israel Crisis Management
Center reaches out to immigrants in
crisis throughout Israel, providing both
emergency and long-term aid. Since
1993, SELAH’s countrywide network
of volunteers has provided care and
comfort to over 11,000 survivors of
tragedy and terror, offering financial
and practical help and ongoing
emotional support.

"With the immense contribution of the Pratt Foundation,
Selah has been able to develop two critical projects: A
'Grandparents' program assisting elderly immigrants
raising orphaned grandchildren, and a volunteer
selection and training programme that has been critical to
our ability to bring culturally-sensitive quality care and
support at the time of tragedy and emergency need.
Ruth Bar-On, Director, Selah
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5) Keren Malki
The Malki Foundation,
established in memory of
Australian-born teenage terror
victim Malka Roth, provides
therapeutic support and
specialized equipment to
Jewish, Christian, Moslem and
Druze Israeli families who are
raising children with severe
disabilities.

"A substantial generous Pratt Foundation grant
funded the "Therapies in the Home" programme,
allowing Keren Malki to develop an initiative based
on the Royal District Nursing model of Melbourne.
The programme gives families with severely disabled
children the freedom to choose the best therapists
and equipment available, significantly augmenting
the care their child receives through institutional
channels. "
Arnold Roth, Founder and Director, Keren Malki

6) Maccabi Netanya After-School Sports and Tutoring
Program
Major-league soccer club Maccabi
Netanya provides soccer activities, a hot
meal and homework assistance by tutors
for youth-at-risk from depressed
neighbourhoods in Netanya. The project
is funded through a unique coalition of
the soccer club, local businesses, the
municipality, and foundations.
Premier of Victoria Steve Bracks presenting
awards to Maccabi Netanya participants

"The Pratt Foundation had the vision to support our
after-school programme from its inception. Today, not
only are hundreds of children from Netanya benefiting
from this program, but other major league soccer clubs
are adopting similar models to assist underprivileged
youth and encourage social integration in their home
towns."
Itzik ben Melech, Founder, Maccabi Netanya AfterSchool Club
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7) Melabev
MELABEV Community Clubs for
Eldercare operates a spectrum of
services for the elderly with
Alzheimer's disease, from
assessment to the various crisis
stages of this degenerative disorder.
Melabev operates 8 day care
centres and "Memory Clubs" with
innovative projects that reinforce
their remaining strengths. There is
also a Home Care Service for the
housebound.

"Without the assistance of the Pratt Foundation we would never have
been able to construct our web site, with its on-line Resource Centre.
This service benefits families, professionals and para-professionals caring
for Alzheimer's patients all over Israel and also overseas. Thanks to the
Pratt Foundation, our English-speaking chat room (www.melabev.org)
offers support and guidance to families all over the world who are caring
for their elders at home."
Susan H. Sachs, Projects Director, Melabev

8) ICT Education Kit
The Institute for
Counter Terrorism of
the Herzliya
Interdisciplinary Centre
is widely recognized as
one of the best in the
world in analysing and
researching trends in
terrorism and counterterrorism.

"Thanks to the Pratt Foundation's forward-thinking and generous funding,
ICT is preparing an Educational Kit that will assist educators and
counseling professionals combat the fears of terrorism. This unique
educational tool will help students identify and understand the methods
used by terror organisations to generate panic and fear, and should be of
enormous benefit both in Israel and abroad."
Dr. Boaz Ganor, Director, ICT
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9) Pratt Awards for Environmental Journalism


The Pratt Awards for Environmental
Journalism, in collaboration with the
Heschel Centre for Environmental
Learning and Leadership, are recognized
as Israel's most prestigious honour in the
area of electronic and written
environmental media coverage.

"Israel faces tremendous
environmental challenges in the
coming years, which call for informed
decision-making and public awareness.
Inspired by Richard Pratt's devotion
to Israel, the Jewish people and the
environment, the Pratt Awards salute
those journalists whose mission is to
report on issues that are vital for an
equitable and sustainable future for
our country and the region."
Prof. Avishay Braverman, President of
Ben Gurion University in the Negev,
and Chair of the Pratt Prize Jury

10) Otzma Violence Prevention Program in Children
Otzma is a research and training programme
designed to teach self-control skills to
youngsters with uncontrollable aggressive
behavior. The programme also trains social
work students in effective intervention
methods, and helps develop the body of
scientific knowledge regarding aggressive
behavior in children.
"With the generous help and constant involvement
of the Pratt Foundation, we were able to establish a
unique and highly necessary project. We have
received hundreds of requests from schools,
psychological institutions and welfare agencies
asking that we train them in our model, which has
outcomes of more than 90 percent reduction in
aggressive behavior amongst children who
participated in our groups."
Professor Tammie Ronen, Ph.D, The Bob Shapell
School of Social Work - Director, Otzma
20

11) Jerusalem Resources Foundation Immigrant Music
Project
The Jerusalem Resources Foundation
assists unemployed new-immigrant
virtuoso-standard musicians by producing,
marketing, and distributing world-class
CD recordings of their performances.

"With the generous contribution of the Pratt
Foundation, we have already completed a
remarkable and unique CD collection of
performances by world-class immigrant musicians
from across Israel. Each CD will directly assist
these destitute virtuoso artists in securing
professional employment and performance
opportunities in the Israeli and international music
worlds. The Foundation has literally transformed
these musicians' lives, and their gratitude for this
opportunity knows no bounds."
David Honig, Director, JRF

12) Tmura – The Israel Public Service Venture Fund
Tmura receives donations of
equity stock and stock options
from private companies. Once a
company’s shares become
liquid, Tmura exercises the
options and sells the shares,
allocating the proceeds of those
donations to worthy non-profit
causes in Israel.
Tmura reception with Deputy Prime Minister Ehud Olmert

"From our first meeting, it was clear that
The Pratt Foundation had the vision and
foresight to recognize the huge potential in
the Tmura concept. They became active
partners with us in introducing the
business and foundation community to
our organisation. Largely due to their
support and involvement, over 40
companies have committed options to
Tmura for the benefit of Israeli society."
Yadin Kaufmann, Chairman and
Founder, Tmura

Tmura reception at Australian Ambassador's
Residence, with Alex Waislitz and Sam Lipski
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5) EMPOWERMENT:
PRATT FOUNDATION
PRADLER NGO
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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Pradler NGO Empowerment Project
At the Pratt Foundation, we constantly review ways to maximize the impact of our
contributions and improve the unique partnerships that we have developed with
our grantees. As a result, we are closely involved with the issues facing our partner
NGO's on a day to day basis.
A significant outcome of this engaged approach has been the establishment of The
Pratt Foundation Pradler NGO Empowerment Project Initiative. This groundbreaking mentoring programme is designed to empower organisations to develop
their own capacity-building mechanisms and sustainability strategies.
The Pradler Initiative provides participating organisations with two experienced
professional mentors for weekly meetings, for a period between ten months and a
year. Beyond this period, on-going contact is available as necessary.
To qualify for participation, organisations must demonstrate a proven record for
providing critical services to deprived populations in Israel, financial transparency
and a commitment to building a systematic fundraising infrastructure.
In the initial stages, the mentors help the organisations identify the key issues
affecting their sustainability. Mentors then work with the organisations to develop
policies, procedures and practical strategies to tackle these issues. For example,
mentors have helped organisations to:









expand their knowledge of existing funding sources
develop more effective written materials
improve their donor relations
foster partnerships with other relevant organisations
improve database management skills
provide skills to increase their fundraising capacity
enhance the efficiency of operations
provide a framework for monitoring and evaluating their project
outcomes

The Pradler NGO Empowerment Project has generated enormous interest in Israel.
We are confident that the Pradler model will be emulated by other philanthropic
organisations, helping to develop a new model of partnership between foundations
and NGOs that will ultimately create a strengthened and empowered third sector in
Israel.
A cursory glance at the testimonials below will illustrate the profound effect that
the Pradler Empowerment Project has on our participating NGO's.
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Dr. Armand Lauffer
Advisory Committee Member - - Pradler NGO Empowerment
Project
-------------------------------------------------Professor Emeritus, School of Social Work, University of Michigan
Director, MBA Nonprofit Management and Jewish Leadership,
The Interdisciplinary Centre, Herzliya
"With this effort, the Pratt Foundation is investing expert
resources in the nonprofit sector while also modeling the kinds
of activities that other foundations and corporate philanthropies
are not yet involved in. By investing the consultative and
training time in agency capacity building, the Pradler Project is
helping recipient agencies to increase their capacities for both
fundraising and resource development, as well as for more
effective partnering relationships with donors and funding
organisations.
I have been impressed by the flexibility and self-reflection
of the mentors, as they share their successes, difficulties, and
continuing challenges with members of the Advisory
Committee. This Committee is one of the few on which I have
served in which the members are involved in every stage in the
process. The Committee was carefully selected to reflect a
variety of perspectives and fields of expert knowledge, and has
helped the Pradler Project evolve into a self-critical,
sophisticated and cutting edge initiative."
Dr.
Alumni of the Pradler Project cite their participation in the program
as a mark of distinction and best practices
in the social services sector to potential supporters.



Be'atzmi - Personal Intiative Towards Employment
"Be'atzmi" is a Graduate of the Pratt Foundation PRADLER NGO Empowerment Program
Established in 1995, "Be'atzmi" has taken up the challenge
of chronic unemployment as its core activity.
"Be'atzmi" works with the long-term unemployed immigrants and veteran Israelis - youth at risk and the
disabled…
http://www.yazamut.org.il/


The B'Atzmi website prominently displays their Pradler credentials.
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1) Summit Institute
The Summit Institute provides
psycho-social and vocational
rehabilitation for adolescents and
young adults. It is also responsible
for foster care services in the
Jerusalem and Southern region,
providing support to over 700
children and their foster families.

"The Pradler

Project increased our fundraising
capacity immensely, helping us overcome many
years of resistance to the idea of resource
development. Thanks to Pradler, we've already
raised funds for our emergency foster care
families. The project opened a big window of
opportunity for Summit and the children we
serve, and for this we are very grateful."
Haim Deutsch, Director, The Summit Institute

2) Ma'agan
Ma'agan provides complementary
physical, psychological and social
recovery and care therapies to cancer
patients and their families in the
Jerusalem area. These augment their
regular medical treatments and enhance
the overall quality of life for those
living with cancer.

"Ma’agan’s participation in the Pradler Project has greatly expanded our development
capabilities by instructing us in several key areas. We have been given a wealth of
information on how to approach potential donors and cultivate relationships. Our new
contact with the Israel Cancer Association, arranged by our Pradler mentor, led to a very
fruitful association. Ma’agan is grateful to the Pratt Foundation for the many new tools
acquired through the Pradler Project which will continue to strengthen us in the coming
years."
Shelley Avrahami, Chairperson, Maagan
25

3) Beit HaGalgalim (The House of Wheels)
The House of Wheels is devoted to the
development and integration of children with
disabilities in Israel. With the help of over
300 young volunteers, its four branches
provide recreational activities, workshops,
vocational training and job placement for
300 children and young adults between the
ages 12 and 30.

"The Pradler Project exposed us to the
broad map of funding sources in Israel
and abroad. Thanks to the efforts of the
Pradler mentors , we are confident that we
will raise the necessary funds for our
activities in 2005 and be better equipped
for resource development in future years
as well."
Avrami Torem, Director, Beit HaGalgalim

4) Table to Table
Mo Modeled after major food-rescue
programmes in North America,
England, and Australia, Table to
Table collects surplus food and
distributes it, without charge, to soup
kitchens, daycare centres, and other
local non-profit agencies that serve
and feed the hungry and needy.

"Thanks to the Pradler Project, Table to
Table has developed a much more
sophisticated approach towards strategic
planning and fundraising. Our new
development plans, coupled with strict
and timely execution, will allow our
organisation to raise the funds we need
in order to succeed in our mission,
rescuing food for the needy of Israel."
Joseph Gitler, Director, Table to Table
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5) Yedidim
Yedidim is Israel’s leading
agency dedicated to facilitating
the integration of young
immigrant youth-at-risk into
Israeli society. It recruits and
trains high school and college
students to reach out to their new
immigrant peers.

"Through Pratt Foundation support, we
established a drop in centre and computer
clubhouse in Kiryat Yam for youth and
children at risk, very similar to the "One-StopShop" concept initiated by the Foundation
through its Visy Cares model. And now, the
Pradler Project has come to us at the perfect
moment, allowing us to adopt a more
professional and systematic approach to
fundraising and maximising the impact of our
projects in the field."
Shimon Sciani, Director, Yedidim

6) Malkishua
The Malkishua Drug
Rehabilitation Center, in the
Gilboa mountain range, provides
professional support for youth and
adult drug addicts undergoing
detoxification treatment, enabling
them to acquire autonomous,
independent life styles and
reintegrate successfully into
society.

"As Malkishua subsists on a limited budget from
the Ministry of Welfare, the Pradler NGO
Empowerment Project has provided us with the
skills and knowledge to successfully seek additional
funding for many critical projects. Thanks to our
Pradler mentors, we can now upgrade and improve
the therapeutic treatment of the residents and
accept additional applicants in need."
Eti Gonen, Director, Malkishua
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7) Maslan
Maslan's Rape Crisis Centre and
the Shelter for Battered Women,
defend and rehabilitate victims of
rape and abuse in the Negev region.
Maslan also facilitates a broad
spectrum of sexual and physical
abuse-prevention programmes for
all sectors, including speakers of
Russian, Arabic and Amharric.

"For us, as a small organisation, our participation in the Pradler Project
has made a big difference to our future chances of survival. The Pradler
mentors have greatly broadened our exposure to funding sectors, strategies,
and techniques have helped us develop effective written materials and
taught us to take full advantage of existing resources (e.g. our volunteers).
Maslan and the women of the Negev have benefited greatly from this
process of professionalisation. For this we wish to warmly thank The Pratt
Foundation."
Yvette Fuchs, Director of Development, Maslan

8) Be'atzmi (Personal Initiative Towards Employment)

“Be’atzmi” provides the longterm unemployed – immigrants
and veteran Israelis throughout
Israel - comprehensive
programmes that teach and
empower participants to take
control and pave their own road
to financial independence.

"Through our participation in the Pradler Project, we acquired critical
fundraising skills and PR strategies, as well as a more efficient approach
towards defining our work plans and goals. Be’atzmi was very proud and
grateful to be chosen as a recipient of Pradler mentoring. We feel its effect
in our daily work, and are certain it will prove even more fruitful in the
coming months."
Michal Padeh, Director, Be'atzmi
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6) AUSTRALIA - ISRAEL LINKS

Contemporary Aboriginal Desert Art from the Gabrielle Pizzi Collection
The Jerusalem Centre for the Performing Arts, October – December 2003

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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Australia-Israel Links
The Pratt Foundation is proud to be an Australian foundation
that has recognized its responsibilities to the wider Australian
community. At the same time, its special affinity for Israel is
central to the raison d‟etre of the Foundation.
In recent years, a key priority of the Foundation has been to
support and encourage Australia-Israel links that promote
collaboration and greater understanding between the two
countries in a wide range of fields.
We are delighted that the Australian Embassy in Tel Aviv and
the Australia Israel Chamber of Commerce continue to
support our work. We look forward to developing and
enhancing these established close ties in the future.

The following pages highlight how joint ventures have been
initiated in several important areas.
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1) ENVIRONMENT

Clean Up Israel – Modeled after the Clean Up the World concept
initiated in Australia, the Pratt Foundation funded a Clean-Up Israel
campaign in conjunction with JNF and local environmental
organizations. This involved over 50,000 people from all sectors of
Israeli society. This nation-wide campaign took place during the High
Holiday season, symbolically linking the physical clean-up to a
"spiritual" clean-up.

BGU Water Project - We are
funding a research project with Ben
Gurion University examining the
possibilities of desalinization of
brackish water and the use of new
advanced technologies to maximize
the use of inland water resources. A
high level water conference is
planned at the culmination of this
research to discuss possible
collaborative efforts in implementing
the recommendations.

Yarkon River
Rehabilitation Project
In conjunction with the JNF
and the Yarkon
Rehabilitation Authority,
the Pratt Foundation is
contributing to a major
effort to clean-up and
restore the waters and banks
of the Yarkon River.
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2) SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGE
In conjunction with the Blaustein Institute for Desert Sciences at Ben
Gurion University and the Government of Australia, the Pratt Foundation is
a founder and sponsor of the Australia Israel Scientific Exchange
Fellowships (AISEF). These Fellowships enable an Israeli scientific
academic to visit an Australian University or an Australian academic to visit
Israel for up to twelve months.

3) EDUCATION
Yachad Accelerated Learning
Project - In conjunction with the
Australian Ministry of Education
and other Australian sponsors, the
Pratt Foundation is supporting a
team of Israeli educational experts
who will be launching an
accelerated learning and work
readiness programme in the East
Kimberly region. It will be geared
primarily towards the local
Aboriginal community.

a. Educational Kit on Counter-Terrorism - The Foundation is
funding the development of an educational kit for teachers and
counselors to help students cope with the anxieties of living under
the threat of terror. The kit will be for application in Israel,
Australia, and other countries.
b. Otzma Program - Tel Aviv University has developed, with our
support, a new method for reducing violent behavior in children
with broad applications in Israel and other countries.

4) LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
The Foundation funded a week-long fact-finding visit to Israel for nine
leading young activists of the Australian Israel Jewish Affairs
Committee. They participated in numerous high level briefings by
journalists and political and security analysts. Their itinerary also
featured visits to non-profit humanitarian organisations supported by
the Pratt Foundation as a means of encouraging their interest and
involvement in this critical and impressive sector of Israeli society.
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5) CULTURE

The Foundation was a major sponsor of the Exhibition of Contemporary
Aboriginal Desert Art from the Gabrielle Pizzi Collection at the Jerusalem
Theatre. Viewed by nearly 60,000 people during its two-month showing, the
project also included lectures, films, and gallery talks on contemporary
Aboriginal Art.

The Foundation is a major
patron of the Australia Israel
Cultural Exchange, whose
goal is to promote
understanding between
societies through exchange
projects in film, art, literature
and other cultural media.

MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
GENERATION: THE SAM SPIEGEL JERUSALEM FILM SCHOOL - 2003
In 2004, the Melbourne International Film Festival presented an overview of the finest
work from this respected institution. The Sam Spiegel Film School gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Pratt Foundation.

6) IMMIGRATION AND ABSORPTION
In conjunction with Bar Ilan University, the Foundation has
commissioned and funded a research project on the topic of
Multiculturalism. Given their high concentrations of immigrant
communities, this issue is relevant to both Australia and Israel. Interim
results of the study have already been presented to journalists,
government officials and other public figures in both countries. A
conference and final publication are planned where joint teams will
present their findings and make policy recommendations to immigration
officials and policy makers in Israel and Australia.
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7) SPORTS
The Foundation has helped to
develop links between Israel's
Wingate Institute and the
Australia Institute of Sport.
Recently, the Foundation
sponsored the participation of
the Israeli Mountain Bike
Orienteering Team in the
World Championships in
Victoria.

8) DIPLOMACY

Premier of Victoria Steve Bracks kicks a goal, during a
visit to Maccabi Netanya's After- School Programme.

The Foundation is frequently involved in assisting with the itineraries of
visiting dignitaries and officials of the Australian government. Through
visits to humanitarian and volunteer-based projects, sponsored by the
Pratt Foundation, these influential Australian leaders are provided with
insights into the "soul" of Israeli society that visiting diplomats are
usually not privy to.
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7) RECOGNITION & LETTERS
OF APPRECIATION

Richard and Jeanne Pratt Receiving Nadiv Keren Hayesod
Prime Minister's Award at Hebrew University, Jerusalem
June 22, 2000

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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SUMMIT INSTITUTE
June 2004
This Certificate of Merit to the Friends of Foster Families
is hereby awarded to
THE PRATT FOUNDATION
via its representative in Israel, Mr. Peter Adler,
for its long-term contribution, involvement, and commitment to foster
children and their families in the Jerusalem Region and Southern
Israel.
In appreciation,
Orit Amiel
Director of Foster Services
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Haim Deutsch
Director, Summit Institute

1 July 2004
Mr. Peter Adler
Israel Director
The Pratt Foundation
Dear Peter,
In the name of the volunteers and employees of Table to Table, and the non-profit
organizations that we serve, we would like to thank the Pratt Foundation for the
generous grant for refrigerated vehicle operating costs and for your continued
interest and support of our work.
Special recognition must be given to the Pratt Foundation for being the first major
foundation to recognize the potential of Table to Table and the first to throw its
weight behind our operations. We owe much of our continued success to the
entrepreneurial spirit of the Pratt Foundation and its willingness to take risks with
new organizations like ours.
Every day, Table to Table collects perishable foods from catered events, corporate
cafeterias, army bases, farmers and food manufacturers and distributes that food
to social service programs that assist people in need.
In light of the unfortunate economic situation in Israel the demand for our services
is ever increasing, and so we are continuously working to increase the amount of
food we are capable of collecting and distributing. On behalf of the thousands of
Israelis we assist, thank you for your contribution and for helping us in the fight
against hunger in Israel.
Sincerely,

Joseph Gitler, Director
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June 30, 2004

Mr. Peter Adler
The Pratt Foundation

Dear Peter,
Over the past year, with the generous support of the Pratt Foundation, the National Council for
the Child’s Ombudsman for Immigrant Children and Youth has intervened on behalf of
over 1,400 requests for assistance for immigrant children around the country. Help was provided
for issues such as education, health, the children‟s status in Israel, children-at-risk, children
working to supplement their family income, abuse and family violence, and a variety of other issues;
each call dealt with individually.
In addition to the individual intervention, the OCY carried out a wide range of
activities aimed at raising awareness and information regarding the rights of
immigrant children in Israel and working towards positive change in policy and
practice on these children’s behalf.
There is nothing more important than ensuring the rights and protecting the well-being of our
children. On behalf of all of us at the NCC, I thank the Pratt Foundation for the support for this
important and worthwhile task. Beyond just the financial support, we appreciate the caring and
concern for Israel‟s children that your support reflects.
The Pratt Foundation support makes a difference to the NCC so that we can make a difference for
immigrant children in Israel.
Thanks again.
With best regards,
Elizabeth Levy
Director of Resource Development
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MELED
15 February 2004
Mr. Sam Lipski, Chief Executive
The Pratt Foundation
39th Floor, 55 Collins Street
Melbourne 3000
Victoria Australia
Dear Mr. Lipski,
On behalf of our students and staff at Mercaz L’Mida Dati ("Meled"), please accept our deepest gratitude for the
significant challenge grant we have received from the Pratt Foundation.

As the premiere academic high school program for youths from traditional Jewish homes who have dropped
out of the general school system, Meled meets a very pressing need. Of the more than 150 students who have
graduated in the past six years, all have received a certificate of 12 years of education, most have received
partial matriculation and some have completed full matriculation. Although its services to adolescents at risk
have been deemed essential by both the Ministry of Education and the City of Jerusalem, promised funds for
operating expenses were received only after serious debts had been incurred. The Challenge Grant that was
offered to our school by the Pratt Foundation helped to trigger a chain of events which brought needed
funding to the school, funding which literally enabled the school to keep its doors open.

Students who have met with repeated failure in their studies at the many schools they've attended are now
receiving individualized assistance to bypass these difficulties within our supportive learning environment.
Acceptance by the school’s educators and administration, followed by encouragement to return to and succeed
in a normative learning environment, constitutes a tremendous difference for our particular student
population. Our graduates have either entered the army (many in elite units), National Volunteer Service or
pre-army Jewish Studies programs. Best of all, they’ve done the utmost to return to their communities.

We dearly hope you derive much pride from the wonderful part you have played in the lives of these youths and
will see yourselves as partners in the efforts we continue to make on their behalf.

Kindly accept our heartfelt thank you and our wishes that you may continue to strengthen our efforts for
transforming the lives of these worthy youths.

B’vracha,
Menachem Gottesman, Ph.D.
Founder and Dean
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8) MEDIA COVERAGE

Clean Up Israel Campaign - Maariv, September 21, 2004

September 21, 2004
www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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Clean Up Israel Campaign

+

September 24, 2004
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Jerusalem Post, September 10, 2004
The Pratt Foundation has supported JCT's olim programmes since 1999 and was a
founding sponsor of the Ethiopian for Engineers programme in 2002.
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Beit Hashanti

January 24, 2003
The Pratt Foundation has been closely involved with Beit HaShanti
for many years, and helped upgrade its fundraising capacity through
Beit HaShanti's participation in the Pradler NGO Empowerment
Project during 2004.
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July 6, 2004
The Pratt Foundation sponsored the participation of the Israeli
Mountain Bike Orienteering Team in the World Championships in
Victoria in October, 2004.
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The Pratt Foundation has been a major sponsor of the
Computer for Every Child project since 2001.
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December 6, 1999
This article sparked the Pratt Foundation's initial interest in the Meir
Bouskila After-School Soccer Club five years ago. Since then we have
actively supported the Club, and introduced it to many additional
funding sources.
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Malki Foundation Update, September, 2004
Support from the Foundation helped ensure the success of this pilot
programme, based on the Royal District Nursing Services model.
The programme is now being expanded beyond the Jerusalem area.
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Palestinian Media Watch
Wayne Swan, Member of Australian Parliament, Sun Herald, Sydney,
Australia, November 30, 2003
"Those who are surprised by this kind of
language don't fully understand the extent to
which the terrorist threat is as much directed
toward moderate Islamic states such as
Indonesia and Turkey as it is against Israel and
Australia.
I hadn't fully appreciated the long-term nature
of the threat until I saw music videos and other
propaganda encouraging young people to give
their lives in order to kill Jews and those who
stand with them [at a PMW presentation].
In effect, the next generation of terrorists is
being trained and our children will live in the
shadow of this threat for many years."

Senator Hillary Clinton, Jerusalem Post, October 31, 2003
Addressing a Senate hearing on the
education and indoctrination of Palestinian
children…”How can you think about
building a better future, no matter what
your political views, if you indoctrinate your
children to a culture of death?” said
Senator Hillary Clinton…the hearing was
held under the auspices of the Senate
Appropriations Subcommittee on
Labor…and featured a presentation by the
director of Palestinian Media Watch, Itamar
Marcus.

Wall Street Journal, July 30, 2003

"Mr. Marcus says Palestinian summer camps continue to be named for suicide bombing Shaheeds
or martyrs; Palestinian Broadcasting Corporation still shows maps of the whole historic Palestine
with no mention of Israel; and a recently televised high-school graduation ceremony featured a
song urging Palestinians to return to Jaffa, Jerusalem and Haifa to the “sound of submachine
guns.”"

The Pratt Foundation has supported PMW's research efforts since
2003.
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Latet

This advertisement of a Latet Purim food drive for needy
families appeared in all the daily newspapers in March, 2003.
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9) FACTS AND FIGURES
1998-2004

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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THE PRATT FOUNDATION – ISRAEL
1998 – 2004 ALLOCATIONS BY TOPIC

Education, Arts,
& Culture
14%

Children and
Youth at Risk
18%

Basic Needs
11%

Special Needs
11%
New Immigrants
22%

Environment
11%
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Violence
Prevention &
Terror Victim
Support
13%

THE PRATT FOUNDATION – ISRAEL
1998 – 2004 ALLOCATIONS BY LOCATION

South, 18%

National, 21%

North, 23%

Jerusalem, 26%
Tel Aviv, 12%

National

Jerusalem

Tel Aviv
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North

South

10) ANNUAL REPORT
2004

www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il.
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2004 PROJECT SUMMARIES BY TOPIC
A. Food Programmes and Basic Needs
1) Latet
In conjunction with volunteer organisations, Latet’s comprehensive anti-hunger programme
stores food collected by their volunteers in three large warehouses The food is then
distributed directly to people in need. Following considerable press coverage, the Prime
Minister’s Office initiated a meeting to discuss the model.
2) Nahariya – Yeshivat Nahar Deiah
a. Second Hand Clothing Co-op
Funding a second-hand clothing store for families in need.
b. Bar/Bat Mitzvah Program
Offering Bar/Bat Mitzva courses for young boys and girls from single-parent and low
income families.
c. Food Distribution Program
A first in this city. We were instrumental in establishing a coalition of organisations that
now provide meals to over 250 families.
3) Beit Moriah – Kiryat Malachi After-School Program
Beit Moriah runs after school clubs for children at risk. The children receive homework
assistance and a hot meal. Beit Moriah is a recipient of the President’s Award for their
work in Beersheva, and our contribution has allowed them to expand the programme
beyond Beersheva for the first time.
4) Maccabi Netanya- After-school Soccer/Learning Centers
This is the first programme of its kind where a major-league soccer club provides special
soccer activities, a hot meal and homework assistance by tutors for youth-at-risk from
depressed neighborhoods in Netanya. It is funded by a unique coalition of local businesses,
the soccer club, the Department of Education department, and foundations. We have been
approached by other clubs who are interested in setting up a similar program.
5) Beer Sova, Beersheva
Beer Sova provides food security programmes for individuals and families in need living
in the Southern Region. Given the increasing demands due to the recession, our funds were
directed to a volunteer training programme that has increased the capacity of the
organization exponentially.
6) Table to Table – Meals Van
This volunteer-based organisation is the first of its kind to collect cooked food from
reception halls and factory canteens and distribute it to families in need and donating
institutions.
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7) Akko Food Program
The Association for Community Development of this low-income town with a mixed
population has developed an emergency food relief programme for its neediest residents,
which include many families with young children. Our contribution goes towards
purchases of food as well as operational costs.
8) Tmura
Tmura is a unique fund set up by venture capital companies in which share options are
contributed to the fund. When these options are realized, the proceeds are directed to
educational and welfare projects. We were one of the original sponsors of Tmura and
continue to sit on the committee that allocates the funds raised.
9) Pradler/Summit
Pradler is a unique training and capacity-building project for non-profit organisations.
Instead of making a direct contribution, we provide them with on-going training and
support by two consultants who share knowledge with the organisation’s staff to help them
develop capacity building mechanisms and enhance resource development.
This program, which we conceived and established, has generated enormous interest
among foundations and NGO's in Israel. We are confident that it has the potential to change
the face of the Third Sector in Israel.
10) Lone Soldiers' Scholarships
As a joint project with the Rashi Foundation, this programme has established a Scholarship
Fund for new immigrant lone soldiers to enable them to pursue higher education upon their
release from the IDF. Our contribution has been leveraged so that each dollar is matched
by an additional three dollars.
11) Yazamut Ishit (B'Atzmi)
Continuing our longstanding association with B'Atzmi, our funding will contribute towards
a promotional film of their work. The film will be used to raise additional financing for
their entrepreneurship courses for immigrant women and single mothers intending to open
their own businesses and improve the economic condition of their families.

12) Westbury Group
The Westbury Group is a forum of major Jewish international organizations. They
undertake joint research and meet periodically to discuss critical issues in Israel and the
Jewish world.
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B. VIOLENCE PREVENTION AND
TERROR VICTIM SUPPORT
1) Jerusalem Rape Crisis Center
We have funded the first hotline and volunteer counseling programme for new immigrants
from Ethiopia and the FSU, who until now had nowhere to turn to if they were victims of
sexual abuse. An outstanding feature of this project is that it enables cooperation between
women from all sectors including Haredi, modern orthodox, Arab and immigrant women.
2) “Otzma” - Ashalim/TAU
This cutting-edge research and teaching project for modifying violent behavior in children
has had results far beyond our expectations. The programme is now being implemented in
a number of schools and youth villages and again, where it has had an enormous impact on
violence reduction.
3) Palestinian Media Watch (PMW)
PMW is the only organization that monitors Palestinian school books, Palestinian written
and electronic media, and Palestinian government publications on a daily basis. PMW's
materials are distributed worldwide to media representatives, government officials and
academics. They have proven a major factor in demands being made on the Palestinians to
halt their incitement against Israel and the West.
4) The International Policy Institute
for Counter Terrorism
This institute is widely recognized as a premier institution for analysing and researching
trends in terrorism and counter-terrorism. We are funding a groundbreaking educational kit
being prepared by the Institute specifically for educators and counselors within the school
system.
Interestingly, this kit is not to be used in response to terror attacks. Rather it is a whole
course designed to help students cope with the anxiety of terror threats and identify and
understand the methods used by terror organisations to generate panic and fear.
5) Maslan
Maslan's Rape Crisis Centre and the Shelter for Battered Women, constructed with our
support, assist women victims of rape and abuse in the Negev region. Our contribution will
help Maslan develop educational abuse-prevention programmes in Hebrew, Russian,
Arabic and Amharic.
6) Jewish Agency for Israel Programmes
These funds are channeled to the Jewish Agency Fund for Terror Victims.
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C. NEW IMMIGRANT EMPOWERMENT PROJECTS
1) JCT -Ethiopians for Engineers
More than 25% of Israel's Ethiopian hi-tech engineers are graduates of JCT. This pioneer
programme provides young Ethiopian immigrants with extra tuition and support to enable
them to complete their degrees and pursue careers as high-tech professionals.
2) Beit Hillel, Hebrew University
The Hebrew University has a large number of new immigrant students but virtually no
informal Jewish programs on campus for these students. This programme provides funding
for the students to organize and develop a range of Jewish identity programmes at the
University.
3) Wingate Institute- Ethiopian Students Living Allowance
Wingate has accepted some 75 Ethiopian student athletes who urgently require assistance
with basic living costs while they are on campus. Although proven athletes, these students
would be unable to develop their talents without this support.
4) Or Etzion – Ethiopian Leadership Training
This Jewish Studies centre trains young Ethiopians to assume positions of educational and
communal leadership in Israel.
5) CLICK
This organisation provides services to the elderly in the Hod Hasharon area. These funds
were used to reestablish the SAVI program, which had been set up by the Fonda family
from Melbourne. The program provides crafts activities for the elderly which are selffunding through the proceeds from sales of the finished crafts products.
6) Bhalatchin (Challenge Grant)
This educational organisation provides arbitration and conciliation services to resolve
disputes within the Ethiopian community in Israel. These services are sensitive to the
special cultural needs of this community and avoid the unnecessary cost and trauma of
litigation.
7) Ethiopian High Tech Careers
The Tech Careers project provides high-level computer training and job-placement
assistance to Ethiopian Jewish immigrants. The unique element of this project is that during
their training period, these students provide computer services to a range of NGO's active
within the community.
8) Jerusalem Boxing Club
This special club is run by former Soviet boxing champions, four afternoons a week, in one
of Jerusalem's poorer neighbourhoods. Our funding will contribute towards the purchase of
equipment for sports training of immigrant youth-at-risk from the Former Soviet Union and
Ethiopia.
9) Jerusalem Resources Foundation
This project assists new immigrant musicians in making professional recordings of their
music. These are then sold and used to promote the talents of these musicians.
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D. CHILDREN AND YOUTH AT RISK
1) Beit Ashanti
This hostel for homeless youth in central Tel Aviv provides a safe environment for
youngsters aged 14-21. The Director recently received the Israel Prize for the impressive
work done at Beit Hashanti.
2) Ben Yakir Youth Village -Emergency Fund and Music
Center Support
Maintaining our long-standing relationship with the Ben Yakir Youth Village, we continue
to subsidise the activities of the Music Centre that we established. We have also designated
money for the emergency needs of the children.
3) Almaya - Meir Bouskila Soccer League
Meir Bouskila operates an after-school soccer league for underprivileged and immigrant
children in the “Daled” neighbourhood of Beersheva. The league provides these children
with a sense of pride and accomplishment, while keeping them off the streets. This year
over 300 children were involved in this soccer league.
4) MIFNE
MIFNE is an acknowledged international leader in the early detection and treatment of
infants with autism. These funds have been designated for an early assessment and
identification program that is being run in conjunction with Schneider Children's Hospital.
5) ELEM Youth Drop-in Centre
The ELEM organisation for youth-at-risk runs a national network of coffee shop drop-in
centres that provide counseling and support for young people in need. Due to budget
cutbacks, many of these centres are threatened with closure. Our funds are being used to
help fund the activities of the drop-in centres in Netanya and Kiryat Yam.
6) Yedidim- Kiryat Yam Computer and Drop-in Centre
Yedidim has established a drop in centre in Kiryat Yam for youth and children at risk. The
concept of this drop-in centre is very similar to the "one-stop shop" concept initiated by the
Pratt Foundation through its Visy Cares model. Through engaging the cooperation of the
local council, the Ministry of Welfare and other foundations, the centre now incorporates a
computer clubhouse and general information centre for youth.
7) Aluma, Kiryat HaYovel
Aluma is a student volunteer organisation offering students rent subsidies to live in the
lower income Kiryat Yovel neighbourhood of Jerusalem. In return, the students provide
after-school workshops, cultural activities and homework assistance to youth- at-risk in the
neighbourhood who are referred by local social workers.
8) National Council for the Child
Our funding enabled the National Council for the Child to hire an Amharic-speaking
Ombudsman to provide counseling and other services to Ethiopian children who are
suffering abuse or neglect due to the current economic recession. This is the first time a
service of this kind has been offered to the Ethiopian community by one of its own
members.
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9) WIZO – Ahuzat Yeladim
The Ahuzat Yeladim School is a specialist residential therapeutic school for children
experiencing behavioural or emotional problems, and who need intensive care and
supervision. Our funds enabled WIZO to hire a half-time nurse to complement the services
of the current full-time nurse and ensure the optimal level of nursing care at the school's
post-hospitalization unit.

E. ENVIRONMENT
1) Western Galilee Recycling School
Established with our support, this innovative school now hosts some 6000 school children a
year. The Educational Centre’s goal is to develop environmental awareness, responsibility
and a willingness to act on behalf of the community among teachers and students of all
ages. Following the school's tremendous success, the Ministry of Environment has now
assumed a major portion of its annual funding.
2) Green Course – Scholarships for Campus Coordinators
Our support has enabled “Green Action”, a student-based environmental organisation under
the auspices of the Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel,
to become the country's premier grassroots environmental movement. Our funding
provides scholarships and training for chapter coordinators in over 20 campuses throughout
the country. This strengthens the structural “spinal column” of the organisation through a
“Leadership Development and Action Program."
3) Jewish National Fund/Ben Gurion University
We are funding a research project examining the possibilities of desalinization of brackish
water and methods to maximise the use of inland water resources. This will involve the use
of new advanced technologies that will ensure that these water resources can be used to
maximum benefit for both agriculture and residential purposes.
The intermediate results of the survey are particularly relevant to Australia and upon
completion of the study, it is proposed that a major high level water conference will be held
to discuss possible collaborative efforts in implementing the recommendations.
4) LINK to the Environment
This contribution funds environmental clean-up campaigns based on 'Clean Up the World,'
a model initiated in Australia. Given the mixed Jewish and Arab populations in the Galil,
these clean-up campaigns specifically involve both Jewish and Arab residents of
neighbouring towns and villages and promote coexistence through environmental action.
.
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F. SPECIAL NEEDS, CULTURE, AND EDUCATION
1) Efrata School – Special Education
The Efrata School is one of the few schools in the Jerusalem area that integrates special
needs children within its classrooms. Due to budget cutbacks, the school is suffering from a
lack of equipment and teaching aids for these children.
2) The Hartman Institute
Established in 1995, the Institute's teacher-training programme for Jewish Empowerment
aims to develop a new cadre of pluralistic secular educators throughout Israel's public high
school system. Our funding has enabled this programme to expand from its early
beginnings with 30 secular high schools to one of unprecedented depth and scope,
involving over 300 principals and teachers from around the country. It now reaches tens of
thousands of Israeli students and their families.
3) Keren Malki
Established in the memory of Australian-born Malka Roth z”l, who was murdered at the
Sbarro terror attack in Jerusalem, Keren Malki aims to establish a project of home visits by
specialised physiotherapists to the homes of severely disabled children. This concept is
based directly on the successful Royal District Nursing home visit service in Australia.
4)Jordan Valley Academic College - Gifted Children
While Israel has a network of schools for gifted children, the Jordan Valley area is
geographically isolated, with a population that is on a relatively low socio-economic status.
These scholarships will enable the gifted children from this area to attend the College’s
Gifted Children Programme.
5) Tali Schools
The Tali Schools are known throughout Israel for their pluralistic approach towards
providing a strong Jewish and Zionist education to the students and families they serve.
Our contribution will help the Harel School, located in an underprivileged neighbourhood
of Ashkelon, to create a viable, self-sustaining programme in Jewish studies, according to
the criteria and standards of the Tali schools.
6) AMCHA – Shoah Survivors
AMCHA is the support organisation for thousands of elderly Holocaust survivors living in
Israel, many of them without family support networks. AMCHA has established a network
of meeting clubs, day activities and psychological support services for this vulnerable
population.
Budget cutbacks have threatened the closure of many of these clubs. Our grant will ensure
the continued operation of the club in Ashdod which services hundreds of survivors. For
most of these people, the club is their only social contact outside their homes.
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7) Ma'agan
Ma'agan provides complementary physical, psychological and social recovery and
care therapies to Jerusalem-area cancer patients and their families. This contribution
provides matching funds to the Israel Cancer Association, enabling Ma'agan to hire a paid
Executive Director.
8) Melabev – Support for Alzheimer's sufferers & families
Melabev, recipient of the Jerusalem Prize 2001, provides high quality day care
programming for the elderly in the community who suffer from Alzheimer-like symptoms,
and support services to their family caregivers. Our contribution is funding an internet chat
line. This advisory service for families provides them with information about Alzheimer's
and the services available and allows them to address questions to specialists who will be
online to provide professional guidance and support.
9) Haifa Conservatory of Music – Community Music Programme
The underprivileged neighbourhoods of Haifa are a melting pot of new immigrants, Israeli
Arabs, and veteran Sephardi Israelis, all acutely suffering from the recession.
This programme involves children from all these sectors who come together to study music
and perform together for the community.
10) Tzahal Disabled Veterans Fund- Beit HaLochem
Unfortunately, there has been a great increase in the number of people using the services of
Beit Halochem, due to the hundreds of victims of terror attacks and more specifically the
many soldiers who have been wounded. This designated contribution is for the purchase of
a specially equipped transport vehicle to enable these patients to attend daily activities and
treatments.
11) Shema – Education and Rehabilitation for Deaf Children
This organisation provides equipment and rehabilitation programmes for the deaf and
hearing impaired population of Israel. The main branch in Tel Aviv urgently required
repairs and renovations. Our grant was matched by the Ministry of Welfare and the
National Insurance Institute through a ratio of three dollars for every dollar we contributed.
12) The Sam Spiegel Film & Television School-Jerusalem
Named after the legendary Hollywood producer Sam Spiegel, the Jerusalem Film School is
considered to be one of the best in the world. It has received the title of Best Film School in
Europe seven times. Due to severe budget cutbacks, many students are unable to continue
their studies full time. Our funding provides needy students with scholarships to allow
them to successfully complete their film studies.
13) Beit Galgalim
Beit Galgalim (The House of Wheels) provides recreational activities, workshops,
vocational training and job placement opportunities to physically disabled children and
young adults between the ages of 12 and 30. There are four branches across the country
involving over 300 young volunteers. Our contribution will help fund their vocational
training programmes that provide skills, dignity and a promising future to young adults
with disabilities.
14) Kfar Shaul Psychiatric Centre
Kfar Shaul is a special psychiatric hospital in Jerusalem with a high percentage of young,
post-army patients. Our contribution will help to renovate an inner courtyard for use by the
patients to exercise and get fresh air. This will make it a more pleasant and therapeutic
environment for both patients and visitors to enjoy on a daily basis.
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2004 Allocations by Location
A. South
1) Latet
2) Bet Moriah, Kiryat Malachi Meals Project
3) Maslan
4) Almaya -Meir Bouskila Soccer League
5) Beersova
6) Jewish National Fund/Ben Gurion University
7) Tali Schools
8) Or Etzion – Ethiopian Leadership
9) Amcha

B. North
1) Nahariya, Nahar Deiah
2) Maccabi Netanya, after-school center
3) Jordan Valley Academic College
4) Ben Yakir Youth Village
5) Akko Food Program
6) Yedidim, Kiryat Yam Computer Center
7) WIZO- Ahuzat Yeladim
8) Wingate Institute – Ethiopian Student Scholarships
9) Haifa Conservatory
10) Western Galilee Recycling School
11) LINK to the Environment
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C. Tel Aviv Area
1) Beit Hashanti
2) “Otzma” Ashalim, Tel Aviv University
3) Shema – Education and Rehabilitation for Deaf Children
4) Table to Table
5) CLICK
6) Bhalatchin

7) Tzahal Disabled Veterans - Beit Halochem
8) Beit Galgalim
9) ELEM Youth Drop-in Centre
10) MIFNE

D. Jerusalem
1) Kiryat Yovel Student Program (Mahapach)
2) Jerusalem Rape Crisis Center
3) Hartman Institute
4) JCT, Ethiopian Engineers
5) Beit Hillel, Hebrew University
6) Keren Malki, Special Needs Children
7) The Sam Spiegel Film & Television School- Jerusalem
8) Efrata School
9) Maagan
10) Melabev
11) Immigrant Youth Boxing Club
12) Kfar Shaul Psychiatric Centre
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E. National
1) Lone Soldiers' Scholarships
2) Pradler
3) Green Action – Scholarships for Campus Coordinators
4) Palestinian Media Watch
5) Jerusalem Resources Foundation
6) International Policy Inst. for Counter Terrorism
7) Yazamut Ishit (B'Atzmi)
8) Westbury Group
9) National Council for the Child
10) Tmura
11) Ethiopian High Tech Careers
12) JAFI programs
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Tel Aviv

National

Contact us:
Peter Adler
Executive Director
The Pratt Foundation-Israel
P.O.B 37052 , Jerusalem
ISRAEL
Phone:972-2-9309631
Fax:972-2-9932801
admin@prattfoundation-israel.co.il
www.prattfoundation-israel.co.il
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